GET THE MOST OUT
OF VEHICLE TRACKING
Whether you’ve already got Navman Wireless vehicle tracking or
you’re thinking about getting it, here’s an overview of
the main features and one or two lesser known benefits too.

SAVE TIME
Vehicle tracking helps to keep your fleet operating as
effectively as possible and saving time is one of the primary ways:
Cut admin time with automated reporting
You can set up automated reports like driver timesheets and have them sent straight to
your inbox with no manual input required

Instantly check vehicle location data
Identify historical vehicle movements and check if drivers have visited specific locations,
how often and how long they spent there.
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Live traffic information at the touch of a button
Warn drivers in advance of traffic black spots and you’ll be doing all you can to
ensure time isn’t wasted.

£ SAVE MONEY
FACT - vehicle tracking can save you a lot of money. Here’s a few ways...
Reduce inflated overtime claims
Traditional timesheets are often inaccurate but with our Timesheet Reports you get an
accurate picture of time spent on jobs so you never have to pay more than you need to.
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Prevent unauthorised vehicle use

Monitor if vehicles are used out of hours to manage your van tax liability.

SAVE FUEL
One of the main benefits of vehicle tracking is to cut fuel bills –an average
of 14% according to the Institute for Transport Management. Here’s how:

Find the nearest vehicle to customers in seconds
Locating and routing the nearest vehicle to the next job will not only significantly reduce
your fuel bill but also improve your response time, increasing customer satisfaction.

Prevent vehicle idling
By reducing engine idling you can significantly reduce your fuel spend.
Simply run an Idle Report and you can instantly see when, where and for
how long the vehicles in your fleet have been running idle.

TAKE CONTROL
Vehicle tracking provides unparalleled visibility
of your drivers and allows you to measure performance
and identify inefficiencies for improvement.
Geofencing
Instantly identify if one of your vehicles has entered or left a specific geographical location
by setting up automatic geofence alerts.

Accountability and billing control
Trip and Site Reports show journeys made in a specific time period giving you greater
accountability of time spent on jobs for billing purposes while helping you ensure
employees are on site as expected.

STAY COMPLIANT
With features including Maintenance and Overspeed Reports
and a Working Time Directive module, Navman Wireless helps you
stay on the right side of tough legislation requirements.
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Keep on top of maintenance
With Navman Wireless you can monitor the maintenance requirements of your entire fleet.
The Maintenance Status Report highlights any work which is due so you can plan work in
advance, minimising vehicle downtime.

Improve driving and reduce accidents
Overspeed Reports let you monitor driver speeds and take proactive corrective measures
to ensure your vehicles are being driven safely and efficiently, cutting fuel bills and
reducing the risk of accidents too.

To find out more about our vehicle tracking
technology, either get in touch with us or explore
www.navmanwireless.co.uk for more useful
resources and interesting content.

Tel: 0845 521 1188
Email: info@navmanwireless.co.uk

